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Via Mercanti 

"Authentic Pizzas"

Most of the dishes that one orders at Via Mercanti will require both hands

to eat, such is the portion and filling inside. This neopolitan pizzeria is

located inside a 19-century building, it is a low-key restaurant decorated

with Italian paraphernalia and furnished with wooden tables, chair and flat

screen TVs. Their menu is quite extensive and features varieties of pizzas

and pastas, along with other specials like veal scalloppine and lamb

chops. Food can be complemented with beers, they have almost eight on

tap or neopolitan wines or the Mural from the Amalfi coast, from where

the owner hails.

 +1 647 343 6647  www.pizzeriaviamercanti.

ca/

 pizzeriaviamercanti@gmail.

com

 188 Augusta Avenue,

Toronto ON
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Mangia & Bevi 

"Delicious Wood-Oven Pizzas"

Mangia & Bevi serves delicious urban Italian cuisine in a loft like interior

which cozy, warm and comfortable. Once you reach inside, the waiters

guide you to the seating area, if you have arrived in a group the best idea

is to take the communal tables. The place serves freshly made pastas,

pizzas, paninis and other Italian specials. The delicate tastes of the sauces

infused with good cheese makes the food taste heavenly. They house a

decent wine list for you to choose from and the servers are always

delighted to help you with this part. End your meal with a slice of Tiramisu

or Panna Cotta for dessert, and you will be a happy soul!

 +1 416 203 1635  www.mbresto.com/  fresh@mbresto.com  260 King Street East,

Toronto ON
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North of Brooklyn Pizzeria 

"Freshly Made Pizzas"

A visit to North of Brooklyn Pizzeria is a little culinary journey to Italy. The

most popular dish served here are the Garlic Knots which complement

incredibly well with the delicious white pizzas, their Puttanesca covered in

savory sauce is something to die for! If you are looking for pizza delivery

and take-out place, North of Brooklyn Pizzeria is where your search ends.

Tons of toppings to choose from, perfectly charred crust and heavenly

sauce is what makes North of Brooklyn Pizzeria stand apart from its

contemporaries. It is a dear pizza joint of Torontonian as well as tourists.

 +1 647 352 5700  www.northofbrooklyn.com/  650.5 Queen Street West, Entrance on

Palmerston, Toronto ON
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Pizzeria Libretto 

"Pizzalicious"

Pizzeria Libretto has been serving hungry Toronto locals as well as

tourists with their delicious pizzas, for a long time now. Their crust is a

savory mix of pizza dough and Indian naan which makes it unique. There

are various toppings for you to experiment with but their sausage pizza is

a winner. With pizzas you should also try their Duck Confit, Fried

Calamari, and Grilled Egg Plant. The flavors and texture of the food takes

it from being good to being the best. The complimentary bread and spicy

dipping oil is power-packed with flavors. Food can be complemented with

wine. End your delectable journey with their heartwarming Tiramisu.

 +1 416 532 8000  pizzerialibretto.com/  info@pizzerialibretto.com  221 Ossington Avenue,

Toronto ON
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